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Guilds in Forsaken World have several options available to anyone that joins to not only help build up the
guild, but also reward themselves as well!
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Before this article gets in depth with this subject, keep in mind that any player can join a guild at any
time they wish.  Even if you don't know anyone or can't decide on a guild to join, the Freshman guild
system is there for anyone to join at any time.  Hit the "Y" key in game, and then hit the "join freshman
guild" button in the lower right.  You'll get access to all of the daily guild quests this way, and will be well
prepared to contribute to a player run guild in the future!

There are three things that you can help generate for both your guild and yourself.  You can earn merit,
contribution, and guild funds.  Merit and contribution are both earned by completing daily guild quests
that you can pick up in a couple different ways.  Firstly, you can visit Jessica in Freedom harbor, who is
located near the magic fountain.  She has a set of daily quests available, of which you can pick and
choose which ones you want to complete.

These quests typically involve completing instances like God's Trial, Emperor's Canyon, or Lost
Lighthouse.  They'll also have tasks like finishing 5 rounds of Life in Freedom Harbor, or Tomb of Glory. 
You can only choose 3 quests per day under level 40, so you can pick and choose which tasks you want
to complete.  Quests finish retroactively as well, so if you've already done God's Trial for the day, taking
the God's Trial guild quest will automatically complete.  Free experience and rewards!
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Completing one of these quests grants you experience, and some guild contribution and merit.  Merit
can be spent on things like Alchemy Proxies, Lionheart Scrolls, and once you have access to a built up
guild base, everything from high speed mounts to all manner of potions and recipes.  Guild contribution
goes directly to your guild to help level it up and earn things like increased character capacity, and even
a guild base.  Finishing as many of these quests a day as possible is highly advised!

Besides the daily quests, you can also participate in a daily donation quest.  This quest is given to you by
the same NPC.  She will ask you to return to her with a small amount of supplies, which randomly range
from things like crafting materials, potions, or things you can gather in the wild.  You get experience,
guild contribution and guild merit for completing these as well.
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All of these quests combine to give you a great way to help build up your guild with your own hands.  It
also shows who's pulling their weight in the guild, as you can rank players in the guild based off how
much they've helped contribute.  By having everyone work together, your guild will be at the top of the
charts with their own floating fortress in no time - and you'll be better off as well with all of the
experience and rewards that go with such an accomplishment!
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